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Looking for a Safety Seminar or Club 
Meeting Topic?  
 
The Hot Air Competition Division has several volunteers 
willing to host a one hour or all day competition training 
session to be held in conjunction with your safety seminar. 
We have hosted these at several local seminars across 
the country and at our national conventions. The sessions 
can be tailored to the needs and skill sets of your local pilots and safety related topics are 
always woven into the training materials. If you have an interest or want to discuss the 
possibility contact HACD Board Chair Jason Jones (913-338-2628, jnsy588@aol.com) or At 
Large Director Maury Sullivan (330-323-4455, tequilatom@aol.com). 

  

"Spirit of Annie" Nominations Sought 
 
Nominations are now being accepted for The Spirit of Annie Award. This prestigious award 
was established by the Northeast Ohio Balloon Pilots Association in memory of a very special 
observer, Annie Pryne. It will be awarded when an observer, organizer, official or event 
volunteer most typifies the dedication, hard work and love of ballooning that set Annie apart. 
Some of the past recipients include Patty Cramer, Jim Diebel, Kim Wilson, Bev Zanella, 
Maury Sullivan, Bob and Dottie Humbert, Mike Gilligan, Gary Britton, Debbie Spaeth, and last 
year's recipient Ted Watts.  
 
Annie's spirit was indomitable and nothing, not even age or terrain, stood in her way when 
she accepted the responsibility to make sure all competitive pilots were treated equally and 
fairly. The vision of Annie, spray paint can in one hand and tape measure in the other, 
standing in the middle of an intersection protecting a baggie or the memory of Annie wading 
through a wet cornfield measuring back to an intersection, personifies not only Annie's spirit 
but the spirit of observing.  

The Spirit of Annie Award Criteria  



1. To be awarded only when a nominee meets all the qualifications, it is not necessary 
that the award be given on an annual basis. 

2. To be awarded to an observer, organizer, official or event volunteer who best 
personifies the "Spirit of Annie". 

3. A nominee will have observed or been an event worker for no less than 5 years. 
4. A nominee will hold a credible presence in the sport of ballooning, respected by 

observers, officials, and pilots. 
5. A nominee will show a willingness to share experience and knowledge. 
6. A nominee will have a positive attitude. 
7. A nominee will have a commitment to the sport and the improvement of all aspects of 

competitive ballooning and will be strong enough to speak out when needed. 
8. Most importantly, the nominee must have the ability to enjoy and interact with people 

from all aspects of the sport. 

Nominations will be reviewed by the NOBPA Board, HACD Board, and the past 5 living 
recipients of The Spirit of Annie Award. The winner will be announced and honored at a 
national competition in the summer of 2017.  
 
Nominations should be submitted to Beth Davidson, NOBPA Awards Committee, 
atbdskyangel@aol.com. Deadline for nominations is March 31, 2017. 

  

 

Email Us! 

Ideas, questions, comments, anything: hacd@bfa.net 

  

HACD Board of Directors 

Gary Britton Jim Dieball Jeff Gilles Mike Gilligan Jason Jones Adam Magee 
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